NEW COOL OUTWELL SOLUTIONS TO HOT SUMMERS
Staying warm on site is usually seen as the
priority but, with increasingly hotter summers,
camping mid-season and in southern Europe can
pose problems for staying cool despite fully
opening the tent or awning to catch any breeze.
Well, Outwell, has the answer. The Scandinavian
family camping specialist’s heater range that’s
designed to stay warm when camping in cooler
climes and into the shoulder months has been
joined by an all-new selection of fans and an air
conditioning unit to cope with those hotter
summer temperatures.
These reliable, safe, high performance products use 230V from a campsite’s electric
hook-up to deliver the perfect solutions to overheating and are ideal for use in tents
and awnings, caravans and motorhomes. They comprise:
The Caleta Camping Aircondition (pictured right) uses a tank of water to quietly cool
internal air to 5˚C below the ambient temperature for 7 1/2 hours, or it can be used
as a fan without water. Air has auto horizontal and mechanical vertical swing
distribution with three fan modes and three power settings.
The Caleta is easily controlled using either the digital push display or the supplied
remote control, with a timer adding versatility. It is
supplied with a 3m cable and can be used with or without
wheels.
Two fans safely and quietly operate in the background to assist air flow
and help cool campers as the temperatures rise. Both have simple on-of
controls. The 8W Christianos Camping Fan (pictured left) features an
integral handle and 5m cable, allowing it to be hung from the roof of a
tent or awning. Its small pack is enhanced by
removable blades − no tools required.
The San Juan (pictured right) is an eight-inch table-top fan that features
3m cable and a smart safety motor with rubber blades.
For further information about these products and the range of Outwell
heaters for when temperatures fall, including prices and to find your
nearest dealer, visit outwell.com
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